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Introduction 

Let E be a group of transformations 델움 or 끓찮 Then E contains a 

normal subgroup G of index two which consists of all the Möbius transformations 
containcd in E. If there is a sequence of distinct elements (A.) , A.EE (or A.EG), 

and a point 1 contained in the extcnded co,^,plcx plane C such that lim A.(z) 
”→∞ 

=1. then we call 1 is a limil poinl of thc group E (or G). 

Let R bc thc set of non.limit point of E (or G) thcn we call R the region 01 
disconlinuily of E (or G). If R is not empty then we call E (or G) an exlendcd 
grouþ (or Kleinian group). 

An extended group (or Kleinian group) with at most two limit points is called 
an elenzentary extended groz，ψ (or elem"ηtary Kleinion groz.φ) . 

Ford [1) , gives a complete table of an elementary Klcinian group, this paper 
gives a table of elementary extendcd group. 

1. Groups with one limit point 

Let G be a Kleinian group with one limit point. Then it is conjugate to one 
of the following groups which we represent in terms of its generators. 

(1) z+l 
(2) z+1, -z 
(3) z+l, z+p 
(4) z+l, z+p, -z 
(5) z+1, z+ i, iz 

(야 z+1, z+exp(흥m"). exp(흉ni)z 

(7) z+i, z+exp(웅tri) ， exp(웅찌)z， 

where p denotes a complcx number with non.zero imaginary part and ψl능1. 

One can find this classification in Ford [1J. 
Lct E be an extcnded group with One limit point. Thcn it contains a Kleinian 

group G which has one of the ahove forms and G has index 2 in E. Hence E 
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can be writtcn as 

E = GUGU. 
az =e1야+b. ÜS;()<2rr. 

Lct T be an element in G. then 

T (z)= K'"z + d; 
if K'" = 1. then T (z) =z+d. and we cal1 d the period of the parabolic e1ement 
T.Iιet D be the set of periods of all parabolic elements contained in G. Lct T

1 
and T 2 be two elements in G and let U be an anti.analytic elcment in E. then 

(8) U2• UT ,UT n • UT ,U. and T.UTnU-l 1 - - 2' - - 1 - . ---- - - 1 ~ - 2 

are contained in G. From the above fact we concludc 
(9) ei8Dc D. ei8 õ+ bED. -"Kmb+b ED 

- ‘ -,"… " -" K = K. ei8K ED and K K "b+KbED 

where m and n are integers. 
Let E = GUGU and G be generated by z+ 1. Then by the condition ei8 DCD. 

we .conclude ()=Ü or ()=n. Let ()=O and B(z) =z+a then BGB-l = G and BUB-l 

= z-ã+ b+a. 

Considering BEB- l. we know that there are two cases b=O or b=윷 and hence 

‘here are two non-conjugate groups; 

(z+ l. z) and (Z+I. ε+웅) 
In case ()=π we have -õ+bED by (9) and hence b must be a real number. 
Conjugating by an element of type z+ a we obtain b= O. Hence the group E is 

generated by 

(z+ l. -z). 

Now G is generated by (2). by calculation simHar to the above we have two 

groups; 

(z+ l. z十þ. -z) and (Z+I. z+P. →+웅) 

Let G be generated by (4). (5). (6) Or (7). G contains a doubly periodic 
subgroup. and if we know lhe paral1elograms generated by the subgroup then 

by the condition 얘DζD. we can determine () and b. 

Let p~O be a period of a parabolic element in G; if there is no period q of a 

parabolic element in G such that 

nq= i:.P. 

where n늘2 is an integer. then we say P is a minimal period. If p is a minimal 

period then so is -P. hence we consider these two to be the same minimal periods. 
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50 that there arc four minimal periods for a given D. Let us denote the four 

minimal periods by I.p. q and r. 

Lct G be gencratcd by z+ l and supposc D satisfies ( 11). 

(11) 1 < IP I = I q I < 1 r 1. whcre P. q and r are not imaginary. 
Then ei8[)ζD implies (}=O or ()=π. If (}=O then conjugating by B(z) =z+a. 

we have b=O or b=윷 Hcnce we have two groups 

(z + 1. z+P. t ) and (z + 1. z+P ε+융) 
If Ð=π. then by ei87i -HED. we have -o+ bED. and hcnce b must be a rea l. 

We have two cases b= O or b=~. but by a conjugation with B(z)=z+a we 
2 

can take 6=0 always. Hence E is gcnerated by 
(z+ l. z+P. -t). 

Since the proof is similar in each case. wc give only results. Consider the 
following classifications of minimal periods; 

(10) l < IPI < Iql < Irl 

( 11) l <lpl = Iql <I rl 

(12) 1= IPI < Iql 드 Irl. p=eóa 

(13) 1= IPI < Iql = Irl. p =e2/ 6 πi 

( 14) l < IPI < Iql = Irl. P=‘ 
(15) l < IPI <Ibl = Ir l. p=si. s촉o is real. 
Let G be generated by (3) and let E = G U GU. Wc give a table of anti

analytic generators of E corresponding to the abovc table of minimal periods. 

Periods. U 
(10) do not exist 

( 11) t . :H 12. - t 
( 12) eiaz. eia+갱 

( 13) z+웅 e빽(where Ð=흉2πi. k =O. 1 . ... 5.) 
( 14) f+운 ei8z (whcre Ð=훈21ti， k=α 1. 2, 3.) 
( 15) z. z+웅-z 
Let G be generated by (4). then wc have thc following tablc of U. 
Periods. U. 
( 10) do not exist 
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(11) ι t+웅 

(12) ii, ii+웅(1+e"') 

(13) 상+웅， eiO: , e"':+ (1 + ei6), 0=풍 Or 흉-<r 

(14) :, ε+4. ’H --J-(1+‘) 2' _. . 2 

(15) 2, Z+」」， g+-Lsi. 2 ' . . 2 

Le t G be generat어 by (5), thcn U takes two terms: z and i:+울 it+웅 

(1+‘). 
Let G bc generated by (6), then U takes the two terms z and e 1βJU Z. 
Let G be generatde by (7), then U is z. 

2. Groups with two Iimit points 

Now we consider groups with two Jimit points; these can be cJassified into 
four kinds of groups, see Ford [IJ. As before, we represent thcm by generators: 

(16) Kz 
( 17) Kz, K ,z 

(18) Kz, K /z 

(19) Kz, K / z, K ,z, K .!z, 
where I K I 혹 1 and K , =exp(21ri/k) and k is a positive integer. 

Let E = G U GW then W has two forms s야h that 
W=U=reiOε and W =V= (reiO/z) 

Now q>nsiger the following elements of E; 
2 2 

(20) U' =p' z 

(2l) (UTm)(UTn)=p2KmK”z where T’ = K”z. 
(22) V. =e2iOz 
(23) VTV -=K "z. 

Let G be generatcd by (16). By (20) and (21) wc have 

(24) p2=Kl and K’R’γ=K' 
where 1, 1Jl. n and s are integers. 
Sct K = IK leia, by (24) wc havc a= O. Let S =Me-1/2 iO where M >O, then 

SUS-l=V: and SGS-
1 
= G. Hcnce wc can set (J =O. Consicring T"U we can take 

V = 1 or V2= K. Hencc wc have two groups. 
(Kz, a) and (Kz, Kl/22), K> 0.
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Let us consider V. let S = Vl /2ei<<! then we have 
SGS l=G and SVS l=el6/ f. 
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By (23) we know that K is positive and real. and by (22) We conclude 11=0 

or π. Hence we have the following two groups; 

( Kz. l / t ) and (Kz. -l/!) . 

Repeating similar calculations we have the following results. 

Let G be (17);_ then W takes the following forms; 
1/ 2 

ε. K-' -z. l / z and - 1/ε. where K > O. 

Z. l / z. -l/ z and eπ'fk/z. where K = IKI 6서/

Let G be (18). then W takes thc forms; 
1/ 2 •• 1/ 2 

•• -z. K ε• -K ε. 、vhcrc K > O 

Let G be as in (19). then W takes thc forms; 

Vei8z. where V=l or V =‘ / îKT 
and 11 =0. 11=π or l1 = rr/ k and K= IK I eπi/. or K = real. 

For the classifications of extended groups with no limit point. one can refer 
to Ford [lJ. he gives there a simplc classification. 
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